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British Imperialism in the Nineteenth Century

1984

this new study considers the impact of the empire upon modern british political culture the economic and
cultural legacy of empire have received a great deal of attention but historians have neglected the
effects of empire upon the domestic british political scene dr thompson explores economic demographic
intellectual and military influences and he shows how parliamentary and party opinion interacted with
imperial ideas and interests in the country at large this is a major new book which explores the ideology
of key imperial campaigns and their popular support it makes a critical contribution to recent debates
about the importance of empire to the nature and development of british national identities before and
after the first world war

British Imperialism in India

1935

john fisher explores the acquisitive thinking which from the autumn of 1914 drove the mesopotamian
expedition and examines the political issues international and imperial delegated to a war cabinet
committee under lord curzon the motives of curzon and others in attempting to obtain a privileged
political position in the hejaz are studied in the context of inter allied suspicions and turkish intrigues in
the arabian peninsula this is a penetrating study of war imperialism when statesmen contemplated strong
measures of control in several areas of the middle east

Imperial Britain

2014-07-30

a milestone in the understanding of british history and imperialism this ground breaking book radically
reinterprets the course of modern economic development and the causes of overseas expansion during the
past three centuries employing their concept of gentlemanly capitalism the authors draw imperial and
domestic british history together to show how the shape of the nation and its economy depended on
international and imperial ties and how these ties were undone to produce the post colonial world of
today containing a significantly expanded and updated foreword and afterword this third edition
assesses the development of the debate since the book s original publication discusses the imperial era in
the context of the controversy over globalization and shows how the study of the age of empires
remains relevant to understanding the post colonial world covering the full extent of the british empire
from china to south america and taking a broad chronological view from the seventeenth century to
post imperial britain today british imperialism 1688 2015 is the perfect read for all students of imperial
and global history

Curzon and British Imperialism in the Middle East, 1916-19

1999

these stimulating essays reassess the meaning of british imperialism in the nineteenth and twentieth
centuries they are written by leading authorities in the field and range in scope from the aftermath of the
american revolution to the liquidation of the british empire from the caribean to the pacific from suez to
hong kong

British Imperialism

2016-03-02

what was british imperialism and was it an important element of modern globalization were economic
political or military factors paramount in imperial expansion do post colonial theories assist or mislead
historians how have histories of imperialism changed and are current analyses satisfactory robert
johnson s invaluable guide offers a succint easy to follow introduction to the key issues and
historiography of british imperialism from its origins to the conversion to the commonwealth british
imperialism provides concise introductions to key questions and debates takes a question based approach
to analysis of the material offers an assessment of the significance of economic military and political
factors in imperial expansion and decolonization presents critical appraisals of the most recent
controversies including neo colonialism cultural imperialism post colonial theory and gender and
imperialism includes a useful guide to further reading using vivid examples johnson clearly explains the
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nature of british imperialism and enables the reader to understand the causes course and immediate
consequences of the british colonial encounter on a world wide scale his book is an essential starting
point for all those new to the subject and a helpful introduction to more recent debates

The Statecraft of British Imperialism

1999

essays written by antoinette burton since the mid 1990s trace her thinking about modern british history
and engage debates about how to think about british imperialism in light of contemporary events

British Imperialism

2017-03-14

this fascinating and highly useful book examines the rise of the british empire and the various debates
among historians of imperialism over the past two hundred years it discusses why the empire is so
attractive to historians why there is so much debate and controversy surrounding the subject and how
different generations of historians have read the various episodes in the history of the empire often
radically differently an engaging and useful work of historiography this book will be essential reading
for students of british imperialism attempting to get to grips with the subject

Making Imperial Mentalities

1990

the british empire was an astonishingly complex and varied phenomenon not to be reduced to any of the
simple generalisations or theories that are often taken to characterise it one way of illustrating this
and so conveying some of the subtle flavour of the thing itself is to descend from the over arching to the
particular and describe and discuss aspects of it in detail this book by the well known imperial historian
bernard porter ranges among a wide range of the events and personalities that shaped or were shaped by
british imperialism or by its decline in the post war years these include chapters on science drugs battles
proconsuls an odd assortment of imperialists including kipling lady hester stanhope and te lawrence
architecture music the role of mi6 and the reputation of the empire since its demise together the chapters
inform explain provoke and occasionally amuse but above all they demonstrate the kaleidoscopic variety
and ambivalence of britain s imperial history

Empire in Question

2011-05-03

the principal ambition of this book is to provide an avowedly eclectic although largely political
explanation of american and british imperialism as comprehensive and ultimately as unified as that offered
by marxist interpretations geopolitical considerations are assumed to be basic but not exclusive
concerns of foreign policy elites in britain and the united states and the ability of people in latin america
africa and asia to coordinate their activities that is to act politically is assumed to be the central but
not sole feature determining the character of their response to western imperialism the book provides
profiles of various southern political regimes and categorises their different reactions to the impact of
imperialism in the nineteenth century and to the impetus for decolonisation after 1945 the author
concludes by considering the dilemma of american policy toward the third world in the early 1980s when
traditional modes of conduct can no longer prescribe a clear plan of action

British Imperialism

1963

the publication by longman of p j cain and a g hopkins two volume study of british imperialism 1688 1914
1914 1994 caused a sensation amongst historians of european imperialism and economic international
history the theory of gentlemanly capitalism the complex of economic social and political power
centring on the city of london which they developed to explain britain s imperial expansion has since been
expanded both in its original theory and its implications here now is a purpose built volume prepared in
collaboration with the original authors which reviews the latest state of scholarship in the field and
develops it further
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British Imperialism in India

1989

follows cyprus progress from a perceived british imperial asset to an expendable backwater explaining
how why the union jack claimed dominion there only 35 years challenges received monolithic view that
british imperial policy was based primarily or exclusively on strategic military considerations varnava
flinders university of south aust

The Debate on the Rise of British Imperialism

2006-09-05

establishes the concept of gentlemanly capitalism examines the growth of empire and many of its
controversial episodes including the partition of africa and concludes xxx against conventional wisdom
xxx that britain was still a dynamic imperial power on the eve of world war i

The Colonial Policy of British Imperialism

1933

pax britannica to pax americana is the story of the british empire from its late nineteenth century
flowering to its present extinction louis traces the british empire from the scramble for africa the
turbulent imperial history of the second world war in asia and the mid 20th century rush to independence
to the suez crisis the icon of empire s end it forms the ideal platform from which to examine the aims and
outcome of empire this authoritative and highly engaging history appears at a time when interest in the
history of the british empire has ironically never been stronger making ends of british imperialism a must
read item for both scholar and general reader

Empire Ways

2015-10-30

emphasises the continuing vigour of british imperialism down to the era of decolonisation and shows that
when the empire did fall apart the forces of gentlemanly capitalism had not withered away but diverted
into other channels

The Pattern of Imperialism

1981-10-30

this textbook combines a lively narrative of events with a number of broad analytical themes that
challenge more conventional interpretations of british imperialism it includes a new concluding section on
the legacy of empire

Gentlemanly Capitalism and British Imperialism

2014-07-30

first published in 1973 part of the studies in commonwealth politics and history series this volume is a
collection of essays with the topics of empire and authority social engineering traditional rulership
christianity the sequence in the demission of power and the political aftermath of the british empire

British Imperialism in Cyprus, 1878-1915

2009-08-15

excerpt from british imperialism in the eighteenth century the imperialism of to day rests principally upon
the desire for union with fellow subjects over sea and upon the belief that without greater britain the
mother country would become in lord curzon s words merely the inglorious playground of the world its
motives are thus the gratification of national sentiment and the strengthening of national influence a
wide gulf separates this creed from that which guided england while she built her empire hardly a flicker of
racial feeling brightens the worldly wisdom which led to her triumphs in the eighteenth century even
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chatham failed to realise that in commercial relations the briton across the atlantic should not be
treated as an alien by the briton at home the conception of an anglo saxon brotherhood though it
dawned on benjamin franklin was unknown in england about the publisher forgotten books publishes
hundreds of thousands of rare and classic books find more at forgottenbooks com this book is a
reproduction of an important historical work forgotten books uses state of the art technology to
digitally reconstruct the work preserving the original format whilst repairing imperfections present in the
aged copy in rare cases an imperfection in the original such as a blemish or missing page may be replicated in
our edition we do however repair the vast majority of imperfections successfully any imperfections that
remain are intentionally left to preserve the state of such historical works

British Imperialism

1993

the trouble with empire contends that dissent and disruption were constant features of imperial experience
and that they should therefore drive narratives of the modern british imperial past moving across the one
hundred years between the first anglo afghan war and gandhi s salt marches the book tracks
commonalities between different forms of resistance in order to understand how regimes of imperial
security worked in practice this emphasis on protest and struggle is intended not only to reveal
indigenous agency but to illuminate the limits of imperial power official and unofficial as well pax
britannica the conviction that peace was the dominant feature of modern british imperialism remains the
working presumption of most empire histories in the twenty first century the trouble with empire in
contrast originates from skepticism about the ability of hegemons to rule unchallenged and about the
capacity of imperial rule to finally and fully subdue those who contested it the book follows various
forms of dissent and disruption both large and small in three domains the theater of war the arena of
market relations and the realm of political order tracking how empire did and did not work via those who
struggled against it recasts ways of measuring not simply imperial success or failure but its very
viability across the uneven terrain of daily power the trouble with empire argues that empires are never
finally or fully accomplished but are always in motion subject to pressures from below as well as
above in an age of spectacular insurgency and counterinsurgency across many of the former possessions
of britain s global empire such a genealogy of the forces that troubled imperial hegemony are needed now
more than ever

British Imperialism in the Eighteenth Century

1908

with foreword by tony benn this edited collection explores the british labour movement s relationship
with imperialism in the period 1800 1982 through nine inter connected articles labour historians have
tended to neglect the labour movement s interaction with imperialism preferring to concentrate on
industrial relations internal factionalism the labour party trade union alliance and economic
policymaking in order to redress the balance this book takes a broad chronological overview of the
subject and engages with key themes ranging from trade union interaction with empire and the influence of
popular imperial culture to post war colonial development and responses to post colonialism taking
stock both of the labour movement in a broader context and of new approaches to the history of british
imperialism the collection combines the work of leading authorities on labour history with recent
scholarly research by blending this combination of economic social political and cultural analyses it
makes a substantial contribution to the debates surrounding the legacy of imperialism and the evolution
of the british labour movement the book will be of interest to academics researchers teachers and
students of modern british political social economic and cultural history it will also appeal to labour
party members and labour movement activists

British Imperialism in Egypt

1928

delve into the intricate interplay of politics conservatism and imperialism with this compelling
exploration of british rule in india from 1857 to 1914 from the indian revolt to the emergence of indian
nationalism this book meticulously unravels the influence of political conservatism on the ideological
underpinnings of british imperialism through a nuanced biographical analysis the narrative explores how
key figures such as lord ellenborough benjamin disraeli lord mayo lord lytton the kathiawar states roper
lethbridge and m m bhownaggree shaped the discourse on empire highlighting the clash between conservative
and liberal imperialist ideals the study reveals how conservatives leveraged local inclinations and pre
modern ideas to challenge the universal ambitions of their liberal counterparts
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War, Revolution & British Imperialism in Central Asia

1983

provides a comprehensive chronological narrative of the history of the british empire between 1815 and
1914 together with a more theoretical and reflective concluding chapter thus giving an overview of
british policy and action which takes account of the many factors underlying british expansion

Ends of British Imperialism

2006

focusing on the most prominent and wide ranging empire in world history the british empire jeremy black
provides not only a history of that empire but also a perspective from which to consider the issues of its
strengths and weaknesses and rights and wrongs the book addresses global decline decolonisation and
the complex nature of post colonialism and different imperial activity in modern and contemporary
history

British Imperialism

1993

the empire strikes back will inject the empire back into the domestic history of modern britain in the
nineteenth century and for much of the twentieth century britain s empire was so large that it was truly
the global superpower much of africa asia and america had been subsumed britannia s tentacles had
stretched both wide and deep culture religion health sexuality law and order were all impacted in the
dominated countries the empire strikes back shows how the dependent states were subsumed and then hit
back affecting in turn england itself

British Imperialism in the Late 19th Century

1968

up to world war ii and beyond the british ruled over a vast empire modern western attitudes towards the
imperial past tend either towards nostalgia for british power or revulsion at what seem to be the abuses
of that power the cambridge illustrated history of the british empire adopts neither of these approaches
it aims to create historical understanding about the british empire on the assumption that such
understanding is important for any informed appreciation of the modern world through striking
illustration and a text written by leading experts this book examines the experience of colonialism in
north america india africa australia and the caribbean as well as the impact of the empire on britain itself
emphasis is placed on social and cultural history including slavery trade religion art and the movement
of ideas how did the british rule their empire who benefited economically from the empire and who lost

The Lion's Share

1996

first published in 2003 routledge is an imprint of taylor francis an informa company

Lion Rampant

2014-09-11

this guide offers a succinct easy to read introduction to the key issues and historiography of british
imperialism from the late 18th century to 2002 each chapter addresses questions posed by the nature of
imperialism in its various military economic political and cultural forms while current controversies
including the impact of orientalism and post colonialism are explained and set in the context of previous
debates the first book in palgrave macmillan s new histories and controversies series british imperialism
enables readers to rapidly assimilate both historiography and key aspects of britain s imperial power and
influence
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British Imperialism in the Eighteenth Century

2015-07-23

part one 1 the foundations of power 1815 70 the project of an empire sea power and gunboat diplomacy
economic hegemony the white colonies and the problems of imperial organisation responsible government
and colonial federations in the 1850s 2 the motives and methods of expansion 1815 65 racial attitudes
anti slavery and the humanitarian impulse economic and ideological motives for expansion the theory and
practice of global influence 3 the decline of british pre eminence 1855 1900 the indian mutiny rebellion a
decade of crisis 1855 65 the hardening of racial attitudes the irish protest the growth of pessimism
economic retardation 4 the search for stability 1880 1914 the partition of the world imperial
conferences chamberlain the west indies and tariff reform defence and diplomacy schooling and scouting 5
the dynamics of empire and expansion export of surplus emotional energy the proconsular phenomenon
props of empire building sport and secret societies white skins white masks techniques of control part
two 6 the american challenge britain and the great experiment latin america relations with the united
states in north america canada 1815 50 canadian confederation the myth of a special relationship with
the united states 7 the indian problem the importance of india the security of india the imperial impact the
indian mutiny rebellion economic developments after 1950 political developments 1880 1905 the morley
minto reforms 8 egypt and the routes to india palmerston and the regeneration of the ottoman empire
egypt under cronmer 1883 1907 changes in egyptian administration 1906 14 7 in tropical africa the
period of minimum intervention the west coast 1815 65 the partition of africa the bases of government
policy 1895 1914 10 the south african question bantu developments the mfecane economic problems and
the roots of segregation anglo boer relations from trek to wat 1835 99 post war period of
reconstruction 1902 07 the making of the union 11 empire in the antipodes the colonisation and economic
development of australia australian federation new zealand the pacific islands 12 expansion in east asia
singapore malaya and borneo brooke rule in sarawak a century of anglo chinese confusion the pattern of
british influence in china the opening and modernisation of japan

The Trouble with Empire

2017-11

a series of portraits of imperial lives to rethink the history of the british empire in the nineteenth century

The British Labour Movement and Imperialism

2010-05-11

the period when the british were establishing political and commercial hegemony in southeast asia also
saw the foundation of the present day asian tiger economies webster traces the steps leading to the
consolidation of british interest

British Imperialism in India

2023-12-10

Britain’s Imperial Century, 1815–1914

2016-01-06

The British Empire

2015-10-28

The Empire Strikes Back?

2014-09-11
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The Cambridge Illustrated History of the British Empire

2001-08-02

Distant Sovereignty

2002

British Imperialism

1972

Britain's Imperial Century, 1815-1914

1976

British Imperialism and Commercial Supremacy

1906

Colonial Lives Across the British Empire

2006-11-23

Gentlemen Capitalists

1998-12-31
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